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* whisper the given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 




* whisper the given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 




blow air like an arctic wind, quiet but clear continue behind the whispering 
and singing until the choir reaches [D]
* Given text: "A crystallization of colour spreads from the upper regions of the dark sky 
towards the trembling ripples of the waves. The feathering fringes of clouds fade behind 
pillars of green light. Transparent curtains tremble everywhere"
(arctic wind sounds)
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* whisper the new given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 
fast, quiet, repeat as necessary until the choir reaches [D]
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(whipering) (continue whispering, new given text)
% & &
%
(whipering) (continue whispering, new given text)
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%
* Given text: "A crystallization of colour spreads from the upper 
regions of the dark sky towards the trembling ripples of the waves. 
The feathering fringes of clouds fade behind pillars of green light. 
Transparent curtains tremble everywhere"
(arctic wind sounds) (continue arctic wind sounds)
* New given text: "Colour these crystals with sudden blood;
it is dawn, or else the last consumptive saliva of the dying day.
Heartless hard light!"
%
blow air like an arctic wind, quiet but clear continue behind the whispering 





* whisper the given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 
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* whisper the given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 




* Given text: "Samson moves in the glass cathedrals. Samson and 
the bull and Samson and the sun and the sun is the bull and Samson
is the sun and Samson is the bull."
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light are re flec- ted- through space and fi na- lly- se ttle- like sharp blades
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* Given text: "Samson moves in the glass cathedrals. Samson and 
the bull and Samson and the sun and the sun is the bull and Samson
is the sun and Samson is the bull."
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on cue from conductor, once 
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the ra bo re- a- lis- Red Sam son au ro- ra- au -
the ra bo re- a- lis- Red Sam son
the ra bo re- a- lis- Red Sam son au ro- ra- au -
bo re- a- lis- Red Sam son









au ro- ra- au ro- - ra
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ro ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- - ra
au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- - ra au ro- -
ro ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- - ra au ro- -
au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- - ra au ro- -
ro ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- - ra au ro- -
au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au -










* speak the new given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 
fast, forte, repeat as necessary until your notated section
% &
% 3
* speak the new given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 
fast, forte, repeat as necessary until your notated section
% 3 & & & &
%
3
* speak the new given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 
fast, forte, repeat as necessary until your notated section
%
3
& & & &
%
3
* speak the new given text (below), emphasise the sibilance, not in unison, 
fast, forte, repeat as necessary until your notated section
%
3
* New given text: "and the thief is Samson and 
the red sun is Samson and Samson is the thief 
and Samson is the sun"













* New given text: "and the thief is Samson and 
the red sun is Samson and Samson is the thief 
and Samson is the sun"
)2 1 -, )5 -
)2 & 1 -;2 (; (; 1 - ) ) 1 ' * (+ ( ( ' * (+
($2% (;2 (; (; (; (; & 1 -;2 (; (;















































; 1 ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0
* (+ - - - # * (+ -, -
( ( ' * (+ ( ( ' * (+ ( ( ' * (+ ( ( 1 * (+ -, ( - # *
(+ -, -
* (+ ( ( ' * (+ ( ( ( - ) * (+ -, #
( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ( -, ), * (+ - #
* (, 0 (, ( ' * (0 (, ( ' * (0 (, ( * (0 ( - -, ( # (, 0 -,
( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( * (0 (, - -, - ( ( (,
* (, 0 (, ( ' * (0 (, - * (0 (, - * (0
( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( ( ' * (0 ( -














au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-
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au ro- - ra au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-
ra au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-
ra au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-
ra au ro- - ra au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-
ra au ro- - ra au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-
ro ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra- au ro- ra bo re- a- lis-









-$,% # * (,+ - - - # * (+ - ( (, (, - # ' * (+ ( ( -, - ), )
7,
)$,% * (+ -, # -, # * (+ - ( ( ( -
# ' * (+ ( ( - - ) )7
)$,% (, # (0 ( ( - # * (+ - ( ( ( - # ' * (,+ ( ( - - ), )
7,
) ( # (0 (, ( - # * (0 - ( (5 ( - # ' * (,+ ( ( - - ) )
7
($,% -, # - * (0 (, ( -, * (0 -, ( ( (, - # ' * (
0 ( ( - - ) )7
-$,% -, - * (0 (, - (, * (0 - ( ( ( - # ' * (
0 ( ( - - ), )
7
,
(, - * (, 0 (, - * (0 ( -
* (, 0 -, ( ( ( - # ' * (0 ( ( - - ) )
7
( - * (, 0 ( - * (0 (, -
*
(0 - ( ( ( - #
' *











































































































Dennis Wyersstraight eighths, kind of menacing SELECTOR: Beat 1 of bar 3 
Same rhythm => skip to B when it says
Different rhythm => skip to F when it says
$
" %
SKIP TO THE 
SELECTED 
SECTION 
(either B or F)

























'(# ) '(* + '( '
( ) '(, + '(# ' )(




) '(- * + .
' ) ', + ' ' ) ', + ' '
)' ' ' +
* + ' ) ', + .
) ', + '/ '- + ) '(
* + '( ) '(#
* + '( '( + '(/ ) '(, + '(






* '* '# ' ' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#,
. + )
'* ' '
* '* '# ' ' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#,
'(- ) '
(
, ) '(/ * + ) '(# * + '( '
















'# * ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0+ . . ) ' '- ''' '/
'# '#, ', ) ', ' '
' '#, '-, ) ', '/ '
'# * ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0+ . . ) ' '- ''' '/
'# '#, ', ) ', ' '
' '#, '-, ) ', '/ '
+ '( ) '(/, + '(# '(# ) '(
* ) '(
* ) '(#
* + '(/ '(# ) '(* ) '(

































3 or 4 note open voicings
Voice the chords in wide 
intervals of a sixth, you don't 
have to stick to the given harmony, 
just the top voice












'# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ ' '# * ) + ) '/ ' '# '/ '' 1 " '/ '# ', ' " 1
'# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ ' '# * ) + ) '/ ' '# '/ '' 1 " ' '
* '- " 1
1# " ' ' 2
'(/ ) '(, + '
(- '( ) '(/, ) '(#, + ) '
(, + '( ) '(/, + ) '









(* + ) '
(* + '
( ) '




1 ' ' '# 1 " '# 1 ' '/ ' ' 1 '# ' 1# "
1$-% ' " '* 1 '# ' 1- " ' '/ ' 1- '/ ' 1- "
1 '# " '/ * 2 1 " ' '- 1 " ' ' 1- "
'(/ ) '(/, + '( '(- ) '
(
, ) '(/ * + ) '(# * + '( '
( '( ) '(#, ) '(#, ) '
(
















































1$#% ) '' '# '' '/ 1/ " '
' ' 1 " 1# " ' '
1$-% . 1 " ' '- ' 1 " 1# " ' '-
1$-%
. 1# " ' ' 2 1# " ' '/
'(# '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(#
* + '(/ '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(, )



















1 1# 2 ' '(* ) '(- '( '( + '(-
.
1$-% 1 2- ' '(* ) '(- '( '( + '(-
.
1 1# 2/ ' + .
'( ) '(/, ) '(#, + ) '
(, + '( ) '(/, + ) '
(#, ) '(#, ) '(




(* + ) '
(* + '
( ) '



































just the melody 3 33
3
3


















& % % % % %
solo in a similar style, loosely follow the bass line; 
sax is the main soloist, piano comping. 
Chords not to be taken too seriously
. + )
'* ' '
* '* '# ' ' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#,
. + )
'* ' '
* '* '# ' ' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#,
'(- ) '
(
, ) '(/ * + ) '(# * + '( '
















'# * ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0 + . . ) ' '- ' ' ' '/
'# '#, ', ) ',
'# * ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0 + . . ) ' '- ' ' ' '/
'# '#, ', ) ',
+ '( ) '(/, + '(# '(# ) '(
* ) '(
* ) '(#













' ' ' '#, '-, ) ', '/ ' '# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ ' '# * ) + ) '/ ' '# '/ ' '
' ' ' '#, '-, ) ', '/ ' '# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ ' '# * ) + ) '/ ' '# '/ ' '
) '(* ) '(
* ) '(, )
'(#, '(/ ) '(, + '





























































* '* '# '' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#,
. + )
'* ' '
* '* '# '' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#,
'(/ ) '(, + '( '(- ) '
(
, ) '(/ * + ) '(# * + '( '
( '( ) '(#, ) '(#, ) '
(
,
' ) ', + ', ) ' ) ', ) ', + ) ', + ' ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ',
'# * ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0+ . . ) ' '- ''' '/
'# '#, ', ) ', ' '
' '#, '-, ) ', '/ '
'# * ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0+ . . ) ' '- ''' '/
'# '#, ', ) ', ' '
' '#, '-, ) ', '/ '
+ '( ) '(/, + '(# '(# ) '(
* ) '(
* ) '(#
* + '(/ '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(, )
'(#,

















3 or 4 note open voicings
Voice the chords in wide 
intervals of a sixth, you don't 
have to stick to the given harmony, 
just the top voice












'# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ ' '# * ) + ) '/ ' '# '/ '' 1 " '/ '# ', ' " 1
'# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ ' '# * ) + ) '/ ' '# '/ '' 1 " ' '
* '- " 1
1# " ' ' 2
'(/ ) '(, + '
(- '( ) '(/, ) '(#, + ) '
(, + '( ) '(/, + ) '
(#, ) '(#, ) '(
*
' ) ', + ' ' ) ', ) ', + ) ', + ' ) ', + ) ', ) ', ) ',
1 ' '# '# 1 " '# 1 ' '/ ' ' 1 '# ' 1# "
1$-% ' " '* 1 '# ' 1- " ' '/ ' 1- '/ ' 1- "
1 '# " '/ * 2 1 " ' '- 1 " ' ' 1- "
'(/ ) '(/, + '( '(- ) '
(
, ) '(/ * + ) '(# * + '( '
( '( ) '(#, ) '(#, ) '
(
, + '( ) '(/, +























Either crotchet or 
3 triplets, skip at bar 89
Same => skip to M





Piano: play just 
the melody
& % " %
"
SELECTOR:






1$#% ) '' '# '' '/ 1/ " '
' ' 1 " 1# " ' ' 1 1#
1$-% . 1 " ' '- ' 1 " 1# " ' '- 1 1
1$-%
. 1# " ' ' 2 1# " ' '/ 1 1#
'(# '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(#
* + '(/ '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(, )
'(#, '(/ ) '(, + '
(- '( ) '(/, ) '(#, +
' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', + ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', ) ', ' ) ', + ' ' ) ', ) ', +
2 ' '(* ) '(- '( '( + '(-
. . + )
'*
2- ' '(* ) '(- '( '( + '(-
. . + )
'*
2/ ' + .
) '(, + '( ) '(/, + ) '
(#, ) '(#, ) '(
* '( )




(* + '(- ) '
(
, ) '(/ * +
) ', + ' ) ', + ) ', ) ', ) ', ' )' ' ' ) ', )















































& %3 % 33 3 3 3
Skip to the selected section 
either M or V
Don't play F
Broadway Standard




* '* '# ' ' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#, '#
* ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0 +
' '
* '* '# ' ' '- ' '# '#
* ' '- ) #'*' '/ * '# ' '/ '/ ' '#, '#
* ) '* '/ '# * '/ '# '# 0 +
) '(# * + '( '
( '( ) '(#, ) '(#, ) '
(
, + '( ) '(/, +
) ', + ' ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', + ' ) ', +
% ) ' '- ''' '/
'# '#, ', ) ', ' '
' '#, '-, ) ', '/ ' '# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ '
% ) ' '- ''' '/
'# '#, ', ) ', ' '
' '#, '-, ) ', '/ ' '# ' '# + '/ '# '# ) '/ '
'(# '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(#
* + '(/ '(# ) '(* ) '(
* ) '(, )
'(#, '(/ ) '(, + '
(-
' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', + ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', ) ', ' ) ', + '
'(#
+ . . )
'* ' '-




+ . . )
'* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '- * '/ '
* '4/ '
*
'( + . '( ) '(, + '( '(# ) '(* ) '(-
* ) '(, + '
( ) '(- * +






































& 33 3 3 3





























'- '- '/ ' '4 '* ' ', ' '/, ' ' '- ' ' ', ' ' + '# '-
* '- '/ * ' ' ' '/ '# *
'- '- '/ ' '4 '* ' ', ' '/, ' ' '- ' ' ', ' ' + '# '-
* '- '/ * ' ' ' '/ '# *
'(- '( ) '(/, + + '( '( '( '(# ) '(, ) '(-
* ) '(
*
' ' ) ', + + ' ' ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ',
' '/ * ' '# ' ' '- '/ * ' ' + ) '* ) '* ) '* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '/
* '- '- ' '
' '/ * ' '# ' ' '- '/ * ' ' + ) '* ) '* ) '* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '/
* '- '- ' '
'(/ '( '( '(# + ) '(-
* ) '(/
* + '(/ ) '(, + '(
' ' ' ' + ) ', ) ', + ' ) ', + '
'4# '-, ' ' ' ' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '- ' '- *' '* '/ '- * ' ' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- '
'4# '-, ' ' ' ' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '- ' '- *' '* '/ '- * ' ' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- '
'(# '( ) '(* ) '(-
* '( ) '(, + '(# '
(- ) '(/, ) '(, ) '(,
' ' ) ', ) ', ' ) ', + ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ',
' '#, ' '- "'' '- *
'# '-, ' '/ " ' '/ '
* '* '- '- '* ' '# '/ + + ' + ) '- * ) '' '# '/ ''
' '#, ' '- "'' '- *
'# '-, ' '/ " ' '/ '
* '* '- '- '* ' '# '/ + + ' + ) '- * ) '' '# '/ ''
'(# ) '(
* + '(- '( '( ) '(/ * ) '(#
* '(/ '(- '(- '( + ) '(#
* ) '(- * +





































3 3 3" % %
"
$
1 " ' '# ' ' 1 " '* '# " ' ' '- ' '- ' '/ '/ ' " '- * 1
11# "" '' ''- '' ''/# 11 "" 11 ''- "" ''/# * 11 11-/ 22#
'(- ) '(, . '(# ) '(-
* + '(/ ) '(, + '
(# ) '(- * + ) '(/ * ) '(* + + '( '(# +
' ) ', . ' ) ', + ' ) ', + ' ) ', + ) ', ) ', + + ' ' +
' '/ ' ' '- ' 1# ' '/ ' " '* ' ) '*






* + '( ) '(#
* + '( ) '(- * + ) '(-
* ) '(/
* ) '(- *
' ) ', + ' ) ', + ' ) ', + ) ', ) ', ) ',
' '-
* '* ' '4# '/
* '- '- ' ' '
4# '-, ' ' ' ' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '-
' '-
* '* '/ '4# '/
* '- '- ' ' '
4# '-, ' ' ' ' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '-
'(/ ) '(, + '( '(# ) '(* ) '(-
* ) '(,















CŒ„!7 B¨7 A7 DŒ„!7 C©‹7 F©7 E‹7 A7 F‹7 B¨7I122
Ten. Sax.
CŒ„!7 D‹7 G7 CŒ„!7 B¨7 A7 DŒ„!7 C©‹7 F©7 E‹7 A7128
Ten. Sax.
F‹7 B¨7 CŒ„!7 CŒ„!7 C©7 F©7 F7135
Ten. Sax.






























solo in a similar style, loosely follow the bass line; 
sax is the main soloist, piano comping. 




' '- * ' '* '/ '- * ' ' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- ' ' '#, ' '- " ' ' '- *
'# '-,
' '- * ' '* '/ '- * ' ' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- ' ' '#, ' '- " ' ' '- *
'# '-,
+ '( ) '(- * + '
(- '( ) '(/, + + '( '( '(
+ ' ) ', + ' ' ) ', + + ' ' '
'$-% '/ " ' '/ '* '* '- '- '* ' '- '/ + + '# + ) '* ) '* +
'$-% '/ " ' '/ '* '* '- '- '* ' '# '/ + + ' + ) '- * ) '* +
'(# ) '(, ) '(-
* ) '(
* '(/ '( '( '(# + ) '(#
* ) '(
* +
' ) ', ) ', ) ', ' ' ' ' + ) ', ) ', +
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &

























repeat solo until 
cue from sax
& % 33 3
3 3 3


















& % 33 3 3 3
3
3





& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
. + )
'* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '/
* '- '- '' '
4# '-, ' ' '' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '-
. + )
'* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '/
* '- '- '' '
4# '-, ' ' '' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '-
'( ) '(, + '( '(# ) '(* ) '(-
* ) '(, + '
( ) '(- * + '
(- '( ) '(/, +
' ) ', + ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', + ' ) ', + ' ' ) ', +
' '- * ' '* '/ '- * '' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- ' ' '#, ' '- "'' '- * '/ '/ '- '- '/ '# * ' .
' '- * ' '* '/ '- * '' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- ' ' '#, ' '- "'' '- * '/ '/ '- '- '/ '# * ' .
+ '( '( '( '(# ) '(, ) '(-
* ) '(
* '(/ '( '( '(# + ) '(-
* ) '(/
* +
+ ' ' ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', ' ' ' ' + ) ', ) ', +
. + )
'* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '- * '/ '
* '4/ '
* '- '- '/ ' '4 '* ' ',
. + )
'* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '- * '/ '
* '4/ '
* '- '- '/ ' '4 '* ' ',
'(/ ) '(, + '( '(# '( ) '(* ) '(-
* '( ) '(, + '(# '
(- ) '(/, ) '(, ) '(,

























3 3 3 3 3
&
3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3
"
$
& # / # - /- / // /
3
3
SELECTOR: skip at bar 186
Both top lines or bottom lines => skip to M




& 3 33 3
& 3 33 3
"
$
' ', '' '- '' ', ' + '# '-
* '- '/ * '' ' '/ '# * ' '/ * ' '# '' '- '/ * ' ' + ) '' '# '''
' ', '' '- '' ', ' + '# '-
* '- '/ * '' ' '/ '# * ' '/ * ' '# '' '- '/ * ' ' + ) '' '# '''
'(# ) '(
* + '(- '( '( ) '(/ * ) '(#
* '(/ '(- '(- '( + ) '(#
* ) '(- * +
' ) ', + ' ' ' ) ', ) ', ' ' ' ' + ) ', ) ', +
1 " ' '# ' ' 1 " '* ' ", " '' ' ' '' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' " '-
* 1
11# "" '' ''- '' ''/# 11 "" 11''* '' "" '''' "" '','' '' 11 11-/ 22#
'(- ) '(, . '(# ) '(-
* + '(/ ) '(, + '
(# ) '(- * + ) '(/ * ) '(* + + '( '(# +
' ) ', . ' ) ', + ' ) ', + ' ) ', + ) ', ) ', + + ' ' +
' ' ' ' '- ' 1# ' '/ ' " '* ' ) '* ' '-
* '* ' '4# '/
* '- '- ' '





* '* '/ '4# '/
* '- '- ' '
'(- ) '(/
* + '( ) '(#
* + '( ) '(- * + ) '(-
* ) '(/
* ) '(- * '(/ ) '(, + '(

































































Piano: sample piano part.
Fill out the space between the sax 
and the d.bass parts however you want.








Drums: roughly mark the pulse but 
don't emphasis the time 
signature
'4# '-, ' ' ' ' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '- ' '- * ' '* '/ '- * ' ' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- '
'4# '-, ' ' ' ' '
4/ '* '- '- '/ '- ' '- * ' '* '/ '- * ' ' '# + '/ '# * '- '/ * '# '/ '- '
'(# ) '(* ) '(-
* ) '(, + '
( ) '(- * + '
(- '( ) '(/, +
' ) ', ) ', ) ', + ' ) ', + ' ' ) ', +
' '#, ' '- "'' '- *
'# '-, ' '/ " ' '/ '
* '* '- '/ '- * ' '# '/ + + ' + ) '- * ) '* +
' '#, ' '- "'' '- *
'# '-, ' '/ " ' '/ '
* '* '- '/ '- * ' '# '/ + + ' + ) '- * ) '* +
+ '( '( '( '(# ) '(, ) '(-
* ) '(
* '(/ '( '( '(# + ) '(#
* ) '(
* +
+ ' ' ' ' ) ', ) ', ) ', ' ' ' ' + ) ', ) ', +
' 1 ' ' 1
' 1 ' '
1 " ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
'
1 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''
' 1 ' 2 1 1









































1 " ' ' 1 " ' 1 "
''''''''''
''''''''''
'''' ''''''''''''''''' ''''''' ' '
'''' ' '''''''' ' '''''' ' ' ' ' ''''' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
' 1 " 1 ' ' 2
& & & & & & & & & & & &
1 ' ' ' 1 ' 2 2 2 2
1 ' ' ' ' 1 " 2 2 2- 2
' ' 1 ' 1 " 2 2 2 2
2 ' 1 " ' 1 " 2 1 1 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
1 " '# 2 1 " '/ 2 2 2
2$-% 2 2 2 2 2
2# 2 2 1 1- 2 2#
2 2 2 1 " ' 1 1- 1 1




















& %3 % % % %
sax solo,
use lots of long 
notes






2 1 1# 1 1 2 2# 2
2- 2/ 2 2# 2 22$#% 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 1 1# 2 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
2
' 1 ' 2 ' 1 " 2 1 " '1 " ' 2 2 ' 1 " ' 1 "
1 1 1 1 2 2 2



































all notes possible, 






2 2 2 1 1 2 22 2 2 2 2 2
1 " ' 1 ' ' 1 1 2
2 2







































5 6 6 6 6
6"









' 1 ' ' 1
'
1 " ' 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' '1 1 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
' 1 ' 2
& & & & & & & & & & & &
1 ' ' 1 " '
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& & & && & & & & & & &
2# 2 2 1 1# 1 1/ 2
2# 2 2 2 2 2-2# 2 2 2 2 2
2# 2 1 1 2 2 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
2 2 2 ' 1# " 2 ' 1 "
2 2 2 2- 2 2
2$#% 2- 1 1# 2 2 2
1 1- 1 1 ' 1 " 2 2 2









































6 6 6 5 3
&
$
2 2 2 2 ' 1 ' ' ' 1
2$-% 2 2/ 2 1 " ' ' ' ' 1
2 2 2 2 1 " ' 1 ' '
2 1 1 2 1 " ' 1 " ' 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
1 " ' 1 " ' ' 1 "




' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ''''' ' ' ' ''''' ' ' ' '' ''''' ' ''''
2 ' ' 1 1 " '
& & & & & & & & & & & &
' ' 1 ' 1 ' ' 1 '
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' 1 "
'''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 1 1
1 1 2 ' 1 "















































Sax takes melody, 
Piano comping
















3 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
2 2
3
& & & &
2 23
1 1 23 2 2
& & & & & & & & & & & &
' '''''
'# ' ' ' '' " 1 " ' " #'*'# ' '# ' ' ' '' " ' ' ' '# ' ''''''
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F GŒ„!9 F13 D7/F© GŒ„!7 B¨ G/B297
Sop. Sax.
A‹/C G‹ A7(b9) B¨Œ„!7 GŒ„!9 F13 D7/F© GŒ„!7303
5! 5! 6! !!
5! 5! 6! !!
5! 5! 6! !!
5! 5! 6! !!
6! 5! 6! !! 5!
6! 5! 6! !! 5!
6! 5! 6! !! 5!
6! 5! 6! !! 5!
5! 5! 5! 6! !!
5! 5! 5! 6! !!
5! 5! 5! 6! !!


















$ % % % % %
&
sax and bass solo together, piano comping, very slow harmonic rhythm, 
stay on each of the chords until someone moves
&
&
' ' " 1 ' " ' '- ' " #'*' '/ ' '# ' ' ' 1 " ' ' '
& & & & & + & & & & & &
1 " 1 " 1- 2
& & & & & & & & & & & &
' ' '# ''''''''' ''' #'- *' '' 1 " '# '' #'/ *' '- ' 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
2# 1/ 1 " '- ', ' 2
& & & & & & & & & & +
' 1 ' ' " 1 ' " ' '- '
" #'*' '/ ' '# ' ' ' 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
1 " 1 " 1 " 1- 2
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
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& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
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in time with the piano
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sax and bass play the melody from AA to BB 
in octaves, rubato, 
not rhythmically related to the piano&drums 
cue the final note
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E/B F/C C B F©/A© A¨/C B¨7 CŒ„!7
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$ % % % % % % % %
& %3 % %
SELECTOR: skip at bar 379
Parallel motion => go to BB
Contrary motion => go to HH
& %3
choose either the ascending or 
descending line
" %3 % % %
" %3
choose either the ascending or 
descending line
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open form drum solo leading into the 
selected section q=250, start sparse and 
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open form drum solo leading into the 
selected section q=250, start sparse and 
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piano single line to 
avoid implying harmony
in 15-bars of 4/4 with the drum hemiola
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Delicately, full of intrigue



















(all notes carry equal weight)
pizz.
       
   
   
          
   
   
 
  
       
  
        
                        

  
          
     
                
         
            
       











































 7 7 7

        
              
                                           
               
       
 
             
                 
        
           
          
                              
        
           


























































                 
                              
     
              
           
                
                    
  
               
 
        
               
                    
 
       
         











































































 7 7 7 7

                 
                      
           
             
 
 
      

                
   
            
           
             
 

     
 
  
         
  
  
    
        
           




































































              
 
   
       


       










      
       
           















         
                 
          
 
   














































    









                
          
    
                      
       
  
   
          
    
                  

    
   
    
    

           


























































           
     

      
     
     
    
   
              
 
    
    
   
              

    
   
              

    
   
              

         
                              
                                               
             




















































                                               
               
             
                                               
                                               
      
      
  
   
    
   
 
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